
Combines beauty with functional durability
Terrazza Flooring is an elegant, decorative flooring designed to reveal a radiant and seamless 
surface. Terrazza Flooring is created by embedding aggregates of stone, glass, and marble, in a 
cement or resin base to achieve a beautifully artful and highly durable surface.

Terrazza is mixed on site, trowelled directly onto the floor and then diamond ground and polished 
to expose the visual texture of the aggregate.

Terrazza Flooring offers designers immense flexibility in choice of colours, effects and patterns to 
suit any project. As it is applied in insitu there are no grout lines and the only joints are movement 
joints that exist in the substrate. Terrazza features a strong resin matrix abrasion which is 4 times 
that of concrete. As it is completely odourless to install, this version meets Green-Star requirements.

AusFloorworks are the experts in choosing the right flooring to suit your requirements – from 
strength and durability, to easy maintenance, to aesthetics, or to sustainability. It is with pride 
and professionalism that AusFloorworks provide the best in service and advice. 

Terrazza Flooring



Key Features: Performance Profile:
Fast and efficient application

Free form design

Vivid, full colour spectrum

Resistant to damage

Strength and durability

No grout lines

No set downs required

No loss of trade

Hygienic

Can be patched and repaired in situ

Target Areas:
 ♦ Shopping Centres

 ♦ Supermarkets

 ♦ Airports

 ♦ Hotels and Offices

 ♦ Residential properties

Fast and efficient application

Free form design

Vivid, full colour spectrum

Resistant to damage

Strength and durability

No grout lines

No set downs required

No loss of trade

Hygienic

Can be patched and repaired in situ

Adding a sense of opulence to any space, Terrazza is the right choice for beauty and durability.
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